PennAccess: Palestra

Entrance Information:
215 South 33rd Street. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. The west, main entrance leads to the level concourse that surrounds the basketball court and seating areas.
2. The east entrance, from 32nd Street, leads to the level concourse that surrounds the basketball court and seating areas. This entrance is normally locked but can be used to reach the accessible courtside seating areas. Call ahead at 215.898.6121 to use this entrance.

Elevator Information:
• There are no elevators in the Palestra.

Accessible Restrooms:
• Main level, west (near the accessible seating area) - men's and women's.

Building Information:
• The courtside accessible seating is located on the west side (sec. 219), and on the north side (sec. 202) of the court. There is level deck seating which together can accommodate up to twelve people using wheelchairs.
• This building is directly connected to Hutchinson Gym and through to Ringe Squash Courts. There is no accessible interior passage between the Palestra and Hutchinson Gym and Ringe Squash Courts.
• Center for the University of Pennsylvania ID (CUPID) is held here during the first week of the Fall semester.
• The ramps, which run down to the basketball court from the main concourse, are extremely steep and not accessible.
• Ticket sales are accessible from entrance #1.